
BYRD TOOL CORP
502 JOHNSON STREET
LEITCHFIELD KY 42754

PH# 800/441-2973
FAX# 270/230-0029

E-MAIL: ByrdToolCorp@Gmail.com

There are installation manuals, etc. online at 

(www.byrdtool.com/Tech-Corner)

For further assistance, please call or email us

Replacing or Rotating Inserts: When replacing or rotating inserts, the seat should be as clean
as possible.  Move the insert back and forth a few times on the seat to make sure there are

no burs or dirt, this will  prevent breakage of inserts and ensure proper insert alignment.

Hold the insert away from the back of the seat (slightly pull toward yourself if facing the
cutting edge) and let the screw pull the insert into position.  When fully seated, the front of

the screw should pull down against the insert.  A good hand tightening is about 45 pounds

per inch.  The bit for our screw is a TP25 Torx plus.
                                        

Do  not  place  the  insert  directly  over  the

screw hole, doing so will cause the insert to
ride  up the  back  of  the seat  and keep it

from indexing properly or possibly cracking

the   insert.   A  slight  offset  between  the
screw  hole  and  the  hole  in  the  insert  is

normal.  If inserts have been breaking, there

may be  pieces of carbide in the seat keeping
the replacement inserts from sitting flat and

also breaking.  It may also help to slightly

tighten the screw, back it off about ¾ of a
turn, then position the knife away from the

back of the seat.

If there is a bad cut, run a test board to find the problem knives.  Position a board against

one of the sides in order to create a reference.  Mark the problem spots on the wood.  Raise

the carriage, remove the top, or whatever you need to do in order to view both the knives
and the board simultaneously.  This will allow you to see which knives are the problem.

Saw-tooth:  The  problem  is  created  by  knives  rotating,  therefore  one  side  is

cutting  deeper  than  the  other.  Contact  us  if  this  is  a  problem.  
Steps or Leaving a ridge:  The knife is not fully seated, locating slightly against the back of

the seat, and therefore not flat to the seat.  Re-seat per above instructions or contact us.

Leaving a groove:  A single knife (or a few knives) are cutting too deep.  The insert may be
lifting during the cut and rotating, thus allowing debris under the knife.

Excessive scallop:  Contact us with the model, type of machine, and the markings printed on

SAW-TOOTH STEPPED EXCESSIVE SCALLOP

A SMALL AMOUNT IS NORMAL

HOLD TIP AWAY FROM THE BACK OF THE SEAT,

AS SCREW IS BEING TIGHTENED DOWN



the  knives--  a  picture  is  always  helpful.

POSSIBLE CAUSES FOR A BAD CUT OR KNIVES BREAKING

Inserts are not seated properly: re-seat per replacement instructions above.  If most of the

head is affected, try a few inches wide section of the head and test the cut to see if there is
change.

Screws bottoming out before knife is tight:  An indication would be shinny threads on the end
of the screw or sawdust under the knife, it may only be a thread or two.  When in the cut the

knife will lift up and possibly turn slightly.  Your fingernail should not fit between the screw-

head and the insert.  If this is the case, those will need to be cleaned out.  First use either
compressed air or WD40 to clean the hole.  If it still needs cleaned, or if the screw was cross-

threaded, use a 10-32 tap.

Listed Below are two machine-specific issues we have run into with our heads:

POWERMATIC P60 5/8” SHAFT

Some OEM heads may have a longer overall length and a larger cutting diameter (P60B

MODELS).  The shorter length of the SHELIX will not effect operation.  The replacement head

has a 3.00 CC.  If the OEM head is larger, the tables will need to be adjusted down about
1/16”.

A limited amount of machines were made with thicker side castings, causing the knives

on the side of our head to collide.  Check this before turning on the machine, by rotating the
head manually.  There should be at least  1/16” or more clearance.  If there is not enough

clearance, grind or file castings as needed for proper clearance. 

15” AND 20” SHELIX REPLACEMENT HEADS

Gearbox Seal for G15 & G20 SHELIX replacement heads:

There is no way of knowing the seal ID until the head is removed from the gearbox, this

information is good faith and may not cover every circumstance.  OEM current shaft/seal ID
is 1.031 per planer MFG request in the first part of 2013.   The older seal ID is 1.050 – 1.070

through 2006, this changed to 1.037 in 2011.  Use of an old seal and a new head may cause

the gear oil to leak and run down the side of the gearbox. If this is a concern, a new seal
may be purchased from us for $17.00 or from (www.ereplacementparts.com).
15” PLANER PART# 6284843    20” PLANER PART # 6292760


